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a small reaction that comes a bit late:

- recalling that last time you made a call for support to the UN, Un read it as stating that UN was weak, I hope you have been cross-checking it with them this time

- all over I feel like this message is coming too soon and is as such somehow contributing to an (to my opinion) unrealistic expectation that a return is something that will start as from tomorrow

- I feel a bit uncomfortable with the paragraph in which we tell what the Natos role could be: it sounds rather pretentious (although i know this is not the intention) and I feel that a press-release is not the good medium to tackle this, as it requires much more explanation to be well understood

regards,

vincent

---

Subject: DRAFT statement
Author: Wouter KOK at MSF-Amsterdam
Date: 03/06/99 13:40

Dear All,

As promised, text of DRAFT statement that we are preparing in order to have it ready at a opportune moment in the next few days.

Comments, suggestions, if positively intentioned, are welcome till friday 12.00.

Regards, Wouter Kok

MSF calls for clear distinction of roles as part of preparation for return of refugees to Kosovo

Skopje, 4 June 1999. The international medical aid agency Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) asks that there be no confusion in the division of roles and responsibilities between military and humanitarian organisations in the event that refugees return home to Kosovo. Previously, during the first weeks of providing aid to the refugees,